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Executive Summary 
We report results from an automated method to identify lensed 
quasars from the Dark Energy Survey using a PSF-difference-
based algorithm aimed at identifying close-separation lens 
candidates.  
The PSF-difference algorithm utilizes the difference between PSF 
magnitude and model magnitude, as well as image segmentation, 
to deblend and identify close-separation candidates.  
In total, the algorithms identified 156 final lens candidates and also 
identified a number of known lensed quasars within the DES 
footprint, indicating that the method described in this paper is 
effective in identifying candidate lensed quasars.  
Efforts to obtain follow-up observations for confirmation of the final 
candidates are ongoing using the SOAR and NTT telescopes, and 
constraints on cosmological parameters will be discussed in future 
presentations. 
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Focusing Question 
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How can gravitationally lensed 
quasars be better detected within 
DES data using photometric 
parameters? 
What is Quasar Lensing? 
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Gravitational lensing in quasars discovered in 1979 
Approximately 120 gravitationally lensed quasars  
confirmed to date 
Turner et al. (1984) 
First theoretical modeling of quasar  
lensing 
 
HST Snapshot Survey: Maoz (1993) 
First significant survey of  
lensed quasars 
 
Sloan Digital Sky Survey Quasar  
Lens Search (SQLS):  Oguri et al. (2006) 
Tens of thousands of quasars 
 
Sivakumar et al. (2016) 
Hundreds of thousands  
of quasars 
 
Agnello et al. (2015) 
First lensed quasars  












LENSING OF QUASARS 
HELPS US VALIDATE 
COSMOLOGICAL MODELS AND 
THEIR KEY PARAMETERS AND UNDERSTAND 
THE PROPERTIES 
OF DARK MATTER AND DARK ENERGY 
What is DES? 
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The good… 
•  5000 square degrees – ¼ of Southern 
Hemisphere sky, 1/8 of whole sky – taken using 
DECam 
•  Magnitude limit of about 30, as opposed to about 
27 for SDSS 
•  Includes most of Stripe 82, allowing deeper 
searches in areas where SDSS candidates were 
found 
And the bad… 
•  No spectra 
o  no clear way to identify a quasar 
o  no spectral redshifts; other methods of 
obtaining redshift are inaccurate for quasars 
•  Hard to detect lensed quasars in some areas, for 
example in the Magellanic stream (< -60 degrees 
declination) where stellar density is high 
•  Data less organized than in SDSS à harder to 
extract some parameters 
Lensed Quasar Identification Algorithms 
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Wide-separation Lenses: Morphological Algorithm 


















Selection of Final Candidate List 
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Multi-stage review process to extract 
final candidate list from DES 
•  Write & run SQL query, extract 
results into text file with ObjID, RA, 
Dec 
•  Upload SQL candidates to DES 
Portal 
•  Run cutout tool from DES Portal, 
export cutouts 
•  Crop, convert to 8-bit grayscale, and 
scale cutouts 
•  Run images through segmentation 
algorithm 
•  Two-step visual review of candidates 
Yes No 
Stop 





cut criteria in  



















































Data Extraction and Processing 
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How do you narrow 139 million DES objects 
down to a reasonable number of candidates? 
112,820 candidates remain 
SELECT Coadd_Objects_ID, ra, dec 
from Y1A1_COADD_OBJECTS 
WHERE Petro_Radius < 5 
and (Mag_Auto_g  - Mag_Auto_r) >= (0.24-0.002*0.24-0.01) and 
(Mag_Auto_g  - Mag_Auto_r) < (0.35-0.002*0.35-0.01) 
and (Mag_Auto_r  - Mag_Auto_i) >= (-0.27+0.154*-0.27) and 
(Mag_Auto_r  - Mag_Auto_i) < (0.57+0.154*0.57)  
and (Mag_Auto_i - Mag_Auto_z) >= (-0.35-0.17*0.35+0.01) and 
(Mag_Auto_i  - Mag_Auto_z) < (0.7-0.17*0.7+0.01) 
and Mag_Auto_g > 17 and Mag_Auto_r > 17 and Mag_Auto_g < 22 
and Mag_Auto_r < 22 
and ABS(Mag_PSF_r - Mag_Auto_r) > 0.12 
and (Flags_g = 1 or Flags_g = 3) and not(Flags_g >= 4 or Flags_g >= 
4) and not (Flags_r >= 4 or Flags_r >= 4); 
Quasars 
Stars 
PSF-difference Algorithm – Deblending 
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70,823 candidates remain 
Visual Review of Deblended Candidates 
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Tens of thousands of candidates still passed the segmentation algorithm. 
What’s next? 
•  Visual Scan 1: Pranav 
•  Looked for candidates with similar visual colors and brightness 
•  Ignored extended, faint, and unclear lens candidates 
•  Most likely candidates labeled as Type 1 and move on to second scan 
•  Other possible candidates classified as Type 2 or Type 3 depending on similarity of 
possible lensed images 
156 candidates remain 
•  Visual Scan 2: FNAL scientists 
 
145 candidates progress to next step 
WISE and VISTA cuts 
•  Quasars can be identified using color cuts in several 
bands of the electromagnetic spectrum. 
•  I was able to find corresponding data for the lensed 
quasar candidates in the VISTA and WISE infrared 
surveys in W1, W2, J, and K bands. 
•  Using the color loci in Ostrovski et al. (2016), I 
removed candidates that did not meet the cuts. 
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Type 1 High level of similarity  156 
Type 2 Medium level of similarity  111 
Type 3 Low level of similarity  698 
Progression of Analysis 
High-probability Lens Candidates 
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Progression of Analysis 
Southern Astrophysical Research Telescope 
and New Technology Telescope Follow-up 
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Progression of Analysis 
•  SOAR – 4.1 meter telescope, NTT – 3.58 
meter telescope 
•  Both located in Chile 
•  Imaging and spectral observations 
•  Check for presence of lensed images 
•  Check for lensing galaxy 
•  Compare spectra of lensed images 
18 final candidates followed up with 
SOAR and NTT 
Conclusion and Future Work 
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•  Current work 
•  Use WISE magnitudes to confirm that identified 
candidates are quasars 
•  PSF cross-correlation with candidates and 
confirmed lenses identified by other DES groups 
•  Applying morphological algorithm to DES data 
•  Extensions to research 
•  Follow-up on PSF candidates using Gemini 
•  Testing PSF-difference algorithm on simulations 
to gauge effectiveness 
•  Gravitational lens modeling using GLAFIC / 
GravLens to identify potential lensing objects and 
mass models 
•  Applications to dark matter and dark energy 
In addition to matching known lensed 
quasars, the algorithm identified many 
new lensed quasar candidates from DES 
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